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Mumon’s Verse 

 

 Kyogen really has bad taste, 

 And spreads poison limitlessly. 

 He stops up the monks’ mouths, 

 And frantically they squeeze tears out from their dead eyes. 

 
 In the Zen school we have what is called Zen literature and it rather different than ordinary  
literature.  The most famous examples of Zen literature perhaps you could say are things like the 
Hekigan Roku and this Mumonkan that we study.  Both the Hekigan Roku and the Mumonkan can be 
said to be books that are expounding the tenets, the principles of Zen in a logical way actually.  And to 
express the activity of Nyorai that we are always talking about in Nyorai Zen, in a literary way is what 
we call Zen literature.  And when we talk about the activity of Zen of course we are talking about 
what I have been repeating over and over again up until now, we are talking about the two basic 
mutually opposing activities.  And one kind of literature within Zen literature we can say are poems 
that are singing about this very activity of the two mutually opposing activities unifying and facing over 
and over.  And I think that when you look at ordinary poetry in the human world it’s basically the 
same thing, that kind of poetry also is taking up two activities that are opposing one another.  But 
actually ordinary literature and Zen literature are incredibly different.  But what I want you to grasp 
here is that the foundation that both of these kinds of poetry flows upon is the same.  Things which 
often appear in literature are things such as suffering or fighting or embracing or different activities like 
that.  But when we talk about these kind of activities such as hitting or fighting or embracing or 
scolding when those kind of activities appear in Zen literature they are expressed in a completely 
different way than when they appear in ordinary literature.  Things which happen in the world, 
events which happen in the world, they all occur though these two mutually  opposing activities, and 
likewise when we talk about these things in Zen literature they also are occurring through these two 
mutually opposing activities.   
 And as I said yesterday the thing that Mumon is saying here is that what Kyogen is saying is 
illogical.  And it only gets worse in the second line of the poem when he talks about   “spreads 
poison limitlessly” is how its translated in your version, but what it means is that there is no exhausting 
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the way he puts people down, there is no end to it, he just picks people up and slanders them 
endlessly.  I think probably what he is talking about here, if it was an ordinary kind of literature he’d 
be talking about a baby nursing at its mothers breast and that breast is enormous like a pumpkin,  
totally filling the baby’s mouth.   But what Mumon is saying here is that this biting into the branch of 
the tree that Kyogen  is speaking about is not something that actually occurs in our world.  Mumon 
is saying this situation that Kyogen is using here of biting into the branch of the tree, and not having 
your hands able to grasp the branches, and not being able to have your feet touch anything is simply 
something that would never occur.  And then Kyogen on top of that says that that situation is exactly 
what it means to be a human being.  What you have to do is really carefully contemplate this 
metaphor that Kyogen gives you because he is saying that this is exactly what the nature of being 
human is.   When you climb a tree and you get to the very top of the tree there is nothing left for you 
to do but to then go down the tree.  What Mumon is saying is that although he is taking up a very 
simple problem he is making it into a situation that would never actually occur by saying that the 
person in the tree can only hold on with his or her teeth, and cannot use his or her hands, cannot use 
his or her feet, and so he has made it into something illogical. 
   And then in the next line it starts sounding like a real poem and he says something which 
means that Kyogen takes his hand, and with his hand he shuts the monks mouths. and then they start 
going wild, causing an uproar.  This is just like if you are being mugged by some gang members and 
they grab your chest and say, “Okay, give me your money, give me your money!”  And even if you say 
“I don’t have any money,” they will persist “Give me your money!”  And Mumon is saying that this 
whole metaphor for climbing the tree is Kyogen’s way of expressing this situation.  What is Mumon 
demanding of you, you practitioners when he says this?  He is saying that originally this bodhi tree is 
simply one tree, there is only one tree but it does not exist unconditionally. 
He is saying that this entire great universe that you are seeing also does not exist unconditionally.  
And there is nothing mysterious or incomprehensible about the Bodhi Tree either, it simply is formed 
through the mutually opposing activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, and when spring comes it 
spreads its green leaves, and when fall comes it becomes yellow.   
 Plus and minus simply do their repetitive activity of facing and unifying, opposing and unifying 
over and over but in that process many and various things occur.  What appears.?  The incomplete 
self manifests an  activity of alternately appearing and disappearing, being manifest and being 
hidden.   What Mumon is saying here is the situation which this one and only tree gives birth to, this 
situation that the great cosmos gives birth to right inside of itself is something which is simply a world 
of upaya, a world of skillful means in order to create a new complete condition, and therefore there is 
no absolute truth in this incomplete world.   
 As I said before stones, pebbles they also manifest the complete condition as stones.  But 
even those stones will eventually disappear. And ants also inevitably will manifest the complete self.  
The complete condition is the condition in which it is no longer necessary to think; you don’t have say 
your opinions.  But that condition of the complete ant also disappears, and the activity will return to 
the source.  Whether it’s a plant or a fish or a bird or a beast they all will manifest the complete 
condition.  But the teaching of Buddhism says that even that complete condition will not be fixated 
and that they will dissolve that complete condition and return to their original source.  Inevitably the 
complete condition will be manifest, but just as inevitably the activity of returning to the source will 
also be manifest, and eventually the original source itself will be manifest.   The activity which 
forms this world of ours is in Buddhism what we call the dharma activity.  The dharma activity has its 
origin its original source, and also has what we call the state of the result.  And these results are 
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numberless, the original source the origin itself manifests a numberless amount of results, a 
numberless amount of complete conditions in the process of finally manifesting the ultimately large.  
When we say complete condition of the source we mean the condition in which consciousness  does 
not need to be done, and it also goes without saying that that is the activity of zero.   
 And Mumon is saying here that he is pointing out to us just how kind Kyogen is being in trying 
to teach us about this complete condition, the condition of the activity of zero.  Mumon says this is 
when Kyogen is stopping up the monks mouths; he means that Kyogen is kindly putting his hand over 
your mouth and saying “don’t talk.”  Even if you are told not to talk, you want to talk.  And if 
someone tells you, oppositely, “Talk,” then you don’t want to talk.  Why is that?  Because existent 
things are tied up by these two mutually opposing activities of plus and minus, they are tugged this 
way and that by the activity of wanting to talk and the activity of not wanting to talk.   
 When you are climbing up the tree you want to talk about living.  And when you are returning 
to the condition of the origin you are doing the dying activity, and therefore you don’t want to talk.   
 As I have been telling you the position of Buddhism is to say that inevitably you will manifest 
both the condition of no longer needing to live and the condition of no longer needing to die.  
Anybody can open up their mouths and say these words: “No longer needing to live, no longer needing 
to die,” but to really put it into practice yourself, that is a very difficult thing.  The conclusion that we 
reach is that the very way of being of existent things is a repetitive activity of on the one hand 
manifesting the ultimately large, and on the other hand manifesting the ultimately small.  When we 
personify the condition of plus and minus having completely unified with each other then we call it the 
Almighty, or we can call it the dharmakaya.  And you all have to manifest the wisdom that clearly 
knows that the dharmakaya manifests the complete condition through the plus activity, and also 
sometimes manifests the complete condition through the minus activity.   
 When the living activity no longer needs to do living that is the appearance of the complete self.  
And there is no getting around that we must also do the dying activity, but just as inevitably, we will 
manifest the condition in which we no longer need to do dying.  The condition in which we do living 
until we no longer need to do living appears, and this is the manifestation of the complete self, and yet 
oppositely there is also the condition of no longer needing to do dying.  And immediately when the 
self which no longer needs to do dying appears the activity of living appears from that.  What I am 
saying is that the concept of living, and the idea, the thought of dying are simply self centered arbitrary 
ways that people have come up with of thinking.  Originally, truly, there is neither living or dying.   
 Although I just said that truly there is no living activity and that there is no dying activity, if I just 
leave it at that, that is not quite right.  What I’m saying is that it is very easy to make a mistake about 
this, so what we say is that the activity which forms our world and forms all of us is a mutually 
opposing activity, and so somehow or another we all must find a way to recognize the living and dying 
activity.  These two activities of living and dying are what bring us into manifestation  and are what 
lead us to the world of destruction, and so we must somehow find a way to recognize and know those 
two activities as the activities of truth.   
 When living and dying, when plus and minus become completely one that is the complete 
condition that is the world in which thinking and which consciousness no longer need to be done.  
And the position of Buddhism is that these activities of plus and minus which have unified and formed 
this zero world, this condition of zero, will then inevitably separate and when they do separate within 
this very zero world we will have the incomplete plus activity and the incomplete minus activity, and 
not just those two, we will have another thing too which is an activity which has both plus and minus, 
and so the total  we have here is three activities, three conditions.  And these three worlds are what 
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we call past, present and future.  And the world of the present within then these three worlds, who 
lives in that world?  It is all existent things which make that world there place of residence.   
 I said previously that when we personify the zero condition we call it the dharmakaya or we 
could call it Mahavairochana.  And in the religious world they might call it the great Buddha  But 
there is a big difference between how Buddhism interprets the zero condition, and how religion 
interprets it.  Zero is complete.  When zero appears, when Mahavairochana the cosmic Buddha 
appears there is nothing to be compared to anything else.  The cosmic Buddha Mahavairochana has 
all of plus and minus as its content.  Mahavairochana appears when past present and future all are 
gone.  Its the thing which has all of past, all of present, all of future as it content which appears as the 
cosmic Buddha.  And when the cosmic Buddha splits the cosmic Buddha’s body right in half, 
deliberately itself, that is when past present and future appear right within the body of 
Mahavairochana.  And even if you say that God is the absolute if you understand that the world of 
past present and future appear right in God’s body then you will also understand that there is no God 
outside of the world of past, present, and future.   
 And as I have said over and over again up until now  the present moment which appears is an 
incomplete existent thing.  The present has both plus and minus activities as its content but from the 
very start of its existence it is not the case that it has all of plus and minus as its content.  And so 
whenever the incomplete present appears together with the appearance of the incomplete present 
the incomplete plus and incomplete minus activities also appear.  And the position of Tathagata Zen 
is to teach that if we have to talk about it we can call the incomplete plus activity the activity of future, 
and the incomplete minus activity the activity of past.  And Buddhism says that here you are, you’ve 
been living in this world of past, present and future, but now we hope that you can manifest the 
wisdom for your self of why you are in the world of past, present and future.  And what happens is 
that you are in this incomplete-present-moment-“I am”- proclaiming-self, and from that position you 
see past, and you see future, and you say this and that about it, you blabber on and on about your 
loves and your hates.  You say all sorts of things about good and evil, about your loves and hates, 
about something being beautiful or something being dirty and ugly, but we say the reason why you go 
blabbering on and on like that is because you have not yet made all of plus and minus, all of past and 
future your content.  The “I am” self has both plus and minus equally as its content, but it has them 
incompletely as its content.   
 The position of Buddhism is to say that the existent being which has been born here, that infant 
nursing at its mother’s breast, will inevitably make all of the plus activity which forms future, and all of 
the minus which forms past its content, and in doing that it will be manifest as the complete self.  
When everything has been made content, that is the manifestation of the ultimately large, the 
manifestation of the greatest cosmos.  That is the teaching of Buddhism.  Try it for yourself.  Try 
making all of plus and minus, try making all of past and future your content, and you will see that they 
will vanish. 
 The man will inevitably manifest living until he reaches the ultimately large condition in which 
he no longer needs to do living, and we say that when that happens the consciousness which thinks, “I 
must live” melts in to the complete condition, and becomes part of the complete body of 
consciousness.  In the heart sutra we chant everyday at the end it says, 
“Gyategyateharagyateharasogyatebodhisowaka,” and that means that now you are seeing this great 
universe as an object, but without fail you will yourself manifest the great universe itself.  But you 
can’t do that, you can’t manifest that condition through only using the plus activity.  The minus 
activity must help the plus activity in order to manifest that complete condition.   
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 And as I always say, the moment that ultimately large complete condition is manifest that is 
when the woman appears, and takes the lead in the activity, and becomes the one who is in control of, 
or in charge of this ultimately large universe.  So when you look out on the great universe please 
think that the world of the greatest cosmos is the world manifested through mother taking the lead 
and father freely obeying mother.  At least this is how we teach children about the great cosmos.  
But we also teach that the you who is thinking that inevitably also will manifest the great cosmos for 
yourself, and in this manifestation become one with mother and father, and in that state there will be 
nothing for you to seek.   
 And then again the activity of the separation of subject and object will occur, the three worlds 
will again appear, this time through the minus activity taking the lead.  And this is when the self 
appears that is just a little bit smaller than God, a little bit smaller than the Cosmic Buddha, a little bit 
smaller than Mahavairochana.  Not God itself.  Not the dharmakaya itself.  The incomplete self 
which is one degree smaller than God, one degree smaller than the Cosmic Buddha is manifest.  The 
self which appears here is the self which does the activity of thinking.  It is no longer the self of pure, 
complete prajna.  It is no longer the self of perfect wisdom which does not have to think.  This self 
thinks.  The self which appears here is not the complete self, but it is almost the complete self.  This 
almost complete self, this almost manifesting complete perfect wisdom self, knows clearly that it must 
do the activity of dying.  And this self does the activity of consciousness, and it does an activity of 
consciousness which knows that everything is its content.  It has everything as its content, and so it 
has a thought, it thinks clearly that it must lead everything to the original source, and be there with 
everything in the origin.  This is the consciousness of enlightenment.  And it goes without saying 
that this is the consciousness of mother, the consciousness of  true compassion.  Buddhism is the 
teaching which says that a mother, without any thinking, without any extra logical thinking involved, 
immediately does the activity of true compassion.  Without thought, without any figuring out, 
(rikutsunashini) simply she makes everything her content.  She manifests the kind of consciousness 
which thinks immediately, without any figuring out, or activity of reasoning “By doing the activity of 
contracting, by doing the minus activity I must become one with everything.”  And when she 
manifests this activity of having become one with everything through manifesting her minus, her 
contracting, her dying activity, that is the condition where minus, contracting, dying no longer needs to 
be done.  That is the manifestation of the condition of the original source.   
 But the person who is in charge of the condition of the origin isn’t minus, it’s plus.  Plus wakes 
up and becomes the one in charge of this ultimate condition of the origin.  And that plus activity 
always makes trouble.  He can’t just leave well enough alone.  He manifests his activity of 
expansion, and causes a new world of past, present and future to be born from the condition of the 
origin, he again causes the birth of existent things right within this one singular world.  And the 
present moment of this past, present and future world which appears from this ultimate condition of 
the origin is the self which must do living.   
 And that’s why Buddhism always says that women are better than men.  Minus might be 
greater than plus, but without plus minus cannot do her activity.  And it is through the activity of plus 
that the children are first born, it is plus who took the lead in this activity of children first appearing, so, 
actually, we can’t absolutely say that women are superior to men.   
 Anyway, having repeated this same thing over and over again we say that it is through this 
teaching that you can finally manifest the wisdom for yourself which knows clearly what plus is, what 
minus is, what past is, what future is, what mother is, what father is, what your self is.  And it is the 
position of Tathagata Zen to say that when you manifest the wisdom which understands this principle 
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you will also clearly see that there can be no present without past and future, there can be no child 
without mother and father, and oppositely past and future, mother and father cannot be past and 
future, mother and father, without the present, without you, without the child.  And also you should 
be clear now about what kind of a self it is that must do living, and also what kind of a self it is that 
must do dying.  Inevitably you will manifest the wisdom that when the incomplete self appears 
together with the appearance of the incomplete self mother and father appear, plus and minus 
appear, and together with the appearance of mother and father the world of mother and the world of 
father appear.   
 The incomplete self which is manifest inevitably will do two different activities; one being the 
activity of needing to do manifestation, needing to do appearing, and the other being the activity of 
needing to do disappearance, needing to do vanishing.  But whether you manifest prajna, perfect 
wisdom through the plus or through the minus activity, that manifestation of prajna is a manifestation 
in which you don’t need to think, you don’t need to talk.  In other words that is a condition in which 
plus and minus are acting will-lessly.  And also in Tathagata Zen we call that condition, when we 
personify it, the manifestation of true love.  But you can’t yourself see this condition of true love.  
The only way to get at true love is by appealing to your own experience.  That is the only path open 
for you.  If you want to personify this absolute being and call it God, or call it the dharmakaya, you 
can’t say that God or dharmakaya either exists, nor say that it doesn’t exist.  The only way you can 
experience God, experience true love, experience the great cosmos itself is by dissolving your 
incomplete self.  There are many, many things the incomplete self must do in order to manifest true 
love, but in the end the ultimate thing the incomplete self must do to make true love is to dissolve 
itself.  The only way to experience the dharmakaya, the only way to experience God is to dissolve this 
incomplete self which says “I am.” 
 And Mumon says it very simply, he says that this condition of , 
“Gyategyateharagyateharasogyatebodhisowaka,”is the condition where he kindly puts his hand over 
your mouth and says, “It’s okay.  It’s okay.”  But there is nothing for you to do but to wildly scream, 
“WHAAAAAAA!”  You roll your eyes around, you throw your body up and down, you break out in a 
dance, this is the only sort of thing you can do.  That’s what Mumon is saying when he says “You 
sprout demon eyes all over your body (And frantically they squeeze tears out from their dead eyes.)”  
It is just like if you caught a fish, and the fish’s eyes are rolling around wildly in its head.  That’s the 
condition of acting will-lessly.  That is experiencing God.  That is experiencing true love.   
 What we say is that all existent things repeat the manifestation of ultimately large and 
ultimately small over and over again, and so all existent things are eternal beings.   
 This koan of Kyogen’s Tree, and I think some of you are about to be given this koan, anyway, it 
is a very difficult koan.  But if someone asks you about Zen probably the best thing to talk about 
would be this Kyogen’s Tree koan.  So please study, especially those of you who are wearing the 
koromo, please study this koan carefully so you can teach about Zen. 
 
  
 


